CREATIVE CO-CREATION OF COOPERATIVE COMMUNITIES

EDUCATIONAL TOUR ON THE WEST COAST OF USA
NATURAL SOLUTIONS TO SECURITY, SOVEREIGNTY & COMMUNITY BUILDING IN A CHANGING WORLD”

The eco community works with the intention to be sustainable in terms of social, cultural, economical and ecological
elements.
Community living is growing exponentially throughout the world. Inhabitants are focused on building a new way of
experiencing life through eco-friendly homes, off-the-grid lifestyles and solution based conflict resolutions.
Alosha Lynov, founder of the BioVeda Academy travels the globe sharing ancient wisdom from Russia and Africa on on
how to practically design and build economically flourishing intentional cooperative eco communities.
Alosha and Paul share the following pillars which pave the way to successful eco-communities:

•Economy and Cooperation
•Beauty and it's effect on our well being
•Bio Mimicry and wisdom of Natural Law
•Remembrance by use of deep cultural traditions, celebration and play
•Resilience through Self-Regenerative and Biodiverse Design
•Unity via a common vision and individuals' passions & strengths
•Sociocracy, Spirituality and the importance of immediate conflict resolution

Alosha Lynov of Bioveda Academy and Paul Richardson of the Haven Earth Center will be presenting a free interactive
seminar addressing a practical co-creation of economically flourishing kin-domain.
Topics of the seminar include:

•

Eco-community setup and overcoming challenges

•

Off-grid and fire-proof eco homes

•

Water wise earthworks and eco systems

Paul Richardson
Bio-Architect and Founder of Haven Earth Center.
After graduating Architecture school in 2002, Paul has had a busy career, working as a
designer, project manager and planner in the fields of residential design and construction
internationally.
His focus has been on residential models of living, and after almost 20 years in the

profession, has turned his attention to the creation and implementation of Haven Earth as a means to fulfill what Paul
refers to as ‘truly regenerative, natural models of living’, and the creation of the ‘SEED’ training center as the most recent
advancement of this idea.
Recently, Paul has teamed up with other experts in the fields of permaculture, off-grid living, water self-sufficiency, biodynamic structures for healing, and more, all with the intention of finding solutions to our present reliance upon
unsustainable and unhealthy practices, and the creation of successful ‘models’ of eco-communities internationally.
Alosha Lynov
Visionary Inventor, international edutainer and a master builder of Awe Inspiring,
functionally Self Sustaining and Self Regenerative Living habitats
After graduating from Vega in 2003, where he studied Creative Brand Communication
specialising in Digital, Alosha operated his own event Deco business (3D Deco) for 16
years. With the call towards self sustainability Alosha travelled the world, learning from
top eco masters such as Geoff Lawton , Mike Reynolds, John Todd, John Jeavons,
Ibrahim Karim, Hajjar Gibran, Nader Khalili ...
Alosha started Bio-Veda Academy which trains up students on the art of building Bio
Shelter organisms (eco homes) that mimic natures genius by expressing permaculture eco
systemic design. These homes neutralise the harmful effects of Electro Magnetic Radiation by utilising the ethics of Bio
Geometry and Orgon Energy accumulators.
His passion and strength are in in economically thriving intentional communities which unite the ancient practices of
Natural Law, Permaculture, Water Harvesting Earthworks as well as multi level biodiverse & nutritionally dense Food
Forest gardening to birth spiritually advanced Kin Domain Cooperative Communities which will pave the way to an
alternative and harmonious way of Living on our Planet.
Together with a diverse team of Master craftsmen, conscious entrepreneurs ... they are building international intentional
communities in the south of Russia, next to caucus Mountains.

